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Singtel Group and Razer to forge strategic partnership in epayments, esports and telco services
Singapore, 2 May 2018 – The Singtel Group and Razer™, (“Razer” or the “Company”, HKEX stock
code: 1337), the leading global lifestyle brand for gamers, today signed a Memorandum of
Understanding to foster strategic collaboration in the high-growth areas of e-payments, esports,
gaming-related digital media and telecommunication services across Southeast Asia.
Mobile payments in Southeast Asia is expected to be worth around US$32 billion by 2021, a tenfold
increase from 2013 [1] as smartphone penetration increases. PC and mobile gaming is also gaining
traction on the back of Southeast Asia’s large, young and tech-savvy population, with the number
of PC online [2] and mobile [3] gamers projected to rise from 300 million in 2017 to more than 400
million by 2021.
As Asia’s leading communications group and the world’s leading lifestyle brand for gamers
respectively, the Singtel Group and Razer will leverage each other’s strengths and capabilities to
engage the region’s consumers and audiences. The Singtel Group, which includes wholly-owned
subsidiary Optus and regional associates Airtel, AIS, Globe and Telkomsel, has a combined reach of
over 680 million mobile customers across the region.
Mr Arthur Lang, CEO of Singtel’s International Group, said, “As a Group devoted to connectivity, we
are making a big push to create an ecosystem of digital services for our customers. Digital services
from mobile payments to entertainment have become a big part of their lives, especially the
millennials. Our collaboration with Razer, which shares our vision on e-payments and esports, will
help advance our goal to empower customers to spend seamlessly across borders and experience
the thrill of esports. We look forward to working with gaming partners and supporting community
initiatives to grow esports in the region.”
“We are incredibly excited about the many opportunities Razer and Singtel can tap together to
benefit millions of gamers and consumers in Southeast Asia,” said Mr Min-Liang Tan, co-founder
and CEO of Razer. “This is our opportunity to lead and accelerate the growth of esports and epayments in a unified push across the region.”
The strategic collaboration covers three areas:
Creating the largest e-payments network in Southeast Asia: The e-payments scene in the region
is currently fragmented across multiple platforms. Subject to regulatory approvals, the Singtel
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Group and Razer plan to enable the interoperability of their respective e-payments systems to
create a seamlessly integrated regional network.
Both companies have recently taken bold steps in this direction.
In March, the Singtel Group announced plans to connect the mobile wallets of Singtel and its
associates through an interoperable platform, which will link over 50 million registered wallet users
with more than 1 million merchant points across Asia. This interoperable platform can also connect
with other third-party payment apps offered by telco and non-telco companies, providing ready
access to the Group’s customer and merchant bases.
Last month, Razer announced its intention to acquire MOL Global, which operates one of the largest
e-payment networks in Southeast Asia. The latter’s online payment gateway is used by major
companies such as Lazada, Grab and UNIQLO, and offers more than 1 million offline payment points
across the region. MOL Global handled over US$1.1 billion of digital payments in 2017.
The interoperability of both networks will create one of the largest connected e-payment networks
in Southeast Asia. Mobile wallet users of Singtel and its regional associates will be able to
seamlessly access Razer’s e-payment merchant network of over a million payment points, the
zGold virtual credit system, and Razer’s full suite of gamer-related digital services, which has more
than 40 million registered users.
At the same time, Razer will deepen its penetration in Southeast Asian countries by adding Singtel
Group’s more than a million merchant points across Asia to its network, as well as gain access to
the Group’s more than 680 million mobile customers.
Growing Southeast Asia’s esports ecosystem and community: The Singtel Group and Razer will
take steps to foster a vibrant esports ecosystem in Southeast Asia by leveraging Razer’s strength
as an esports pioneer and Singtel Group’s regional footprint. Both companies plan to jointly
organise activities such as regional invitational events and cultivate Southeast Asian esports
talents.
Developing gaming-related digital media and telecommunications services: Both companies will
explore the development of gaming-related telecommunications and digital media products and
services such as broadband plans, mobile services and esports content for customers.
The Singtel Group and Razer started collaborating on exclusive gaming initiatives in 2017. For
example, Singtel was the first telco to launch the Razer Phone in Asia in December 2017. Razer is
also supporting Singtel’s community gaming events across Singapore.
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About RAZER
Razer™ is the world’s leading lifestyle brand for gamers. The triple-headed snake trademark of
Razer is one of the most recognized logos in the global gaming and esports communities. With a
fan base that spans every continent, the company has designed and built the world’s largest
gamer-focused ecosystem of hardware, software and services.
Razer’s award-winning hardware includes high-performance gaming peripherals, Blade gaming
laptops and the acclaimed Razer Phone. Razer’s software platform, with over 40 million users,
includes Razer Synapse (an Internet of Things platform), Razer Chroma (a proprietary RGB lighting
technology system), and Razer Cortex (a game optimizer and launcher).
Razer services include Razer zGold, one of the world’s largest virtual credit services for gamers,
which allows gamers to purchase virtual goods and items from over 2,500 different games.
Founded in 2005 and dual-headquartered in San Francisco and Singapore, Razer has nine offices
worldwide and is recognized as the leading brand for gamers in the USA, Europe and China. Razer
is listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (Stock Code: 1337).
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About Singtel
Singtel is Asia's leading communications technology group, providing a portfolio of services from
next-generation communication, technology services to infotainment to both consumers and
businesses. For consumers, Singtel delivers a complete and integrated suite of services, including
mobile, broadband and TV. For businesses, Singtel offers a complementary array of workforce
mobility solutions, data hosting, cloud, network infrastructure, analytics and cyber-security
capabilities. The Group has presence in Asia, Australia and Africa and reaches over 685 million
mobile customers in 22 countries. Its infrastructure and technology services for businesses span
21 countries, with more than 428 direct points of presence in 362 cities. For more information, visit
www.singtel.com.
Follow us on Twitter at twitter.com/SingtelNews.
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